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Abstract. We used radio-tagging (conventional and satellite-based) and photo-identification to
study aspects of Florida manatee (Trichechus manatus latirostris) reproduction and mortality along
the Atlantic Coast of Florida. Fifty-five manatees were tagged during 1986-91 from Gtmrgia to the
Biscayne Bay; most were initially tagged in Brevard County, Florida. Tag loss was common and
affected the continuity ofobservations during studies, but our attachment system allowed frequent tag
replacement. The duration of continuous transmitter deployment ranged from 1 to 578 days; 34
manatees were monitored during 217 multiple bouts. Termination of deployments was marked by the
recovery of the tag after separation at designed weak links, tag replacement with a new unit by
snorkelers, loss of the tethered transmitter, loss ofsignal, or death of the tagged manatee. Observations
of tagged females revealed one gestation period, five births, periods ofdependence by young, weaning
episodes, intervals between births, and sizes of reproductive females. Eighteen females produced 22
calves. Birth dates and locations of five calves were determined. Births occurred between the months
of May and September in quiet canals or boat basins. Two of the births were preceded by moves by
the females of more than 100 km. Six tagged manatees died. Two deaths were due to anthropogenic
causes; the causes of death of the remaining dead manatees were not determined. Reproduction was
also studied on the basis of photo-identification records of 185 females collected during 1978 through
winter 1991-92. The pooled proportion of females accompanied by young in each winter was 0.42.
Calf dependencies on mothers ranged from 1 to 2 years. Eleven intervals between successive births
were determined from an abbreviated data set. The average duration of the intervals was 2.6 years.
Data on reproduction are concordant with information from studies ofmanatees elsewhere in Florida.

Key words: Florida manatees, mortality, photo-identification, reproduction, satellite telemetry, tag
loss, telemetry.

Information on the life history of the Florida manatee
(Trichechus manatus latirostris) from field studies in the
Crystal River on the northwestern coast of peninsular
Florida (Rathbun et al. 1990, 1995) and from Blue
Spring on the upper St. Johns River (0'Shea and Hartley
1995) has slowly accumulated. About half the manatee
population in the southeastern United" States resides

1 Now with the National Biological Service, same address.
2 Present address: National Biological Service, Midcontinent Ecological

Science Center, 4512 McMurry Avenue, Fort Collins, Colo. 80525.

along the Atlantic Coast ofFlorida (Ackerman 1995), but
few data on the life history of free-ranging individuals
from this region are available. This information would
be valuable for evaluating the representativeness of re
production parameters derived from observations in the
Crystal River and at Blue Spring and from carcass ex
aminations (Marmontel 1995) and for determining as
pects of manatee population dynamics on the Atlantic
Coast. Previous researchers who used scars and other
markings to obtain more limited information on manatee
ecology along the Atlantic Coast include Moore (1956),
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Shane (1983, 1984), and Packard (*31981). These re
searchers focused primarily on short-term aggregations
of manatees in winter, whereas we made year-round
observations during several years.

Two techniques for gathering life-history information
from other free-ranging marine mammals are radio-tag
ging and photo-identification (Hammond et al. 1990;
Siniffand Ralls 1991). Techniques for monitoring mana
tees in saltwater habitats by radio-tagging (*Rathbun
et al. 1987a, 1990; *Reid and O'Shea 1989) are used
primarily for determining movements and habitat use for
the development of conservation (*U.S. Fish and Wild
life Service 1989; O'Shea and Kochman 1990; Reynolds
and Haddad 1990). Results from these studies have not
been evaluated for utility in providing life-history infor
mation. This has been partly due to the unique problem
of tag loss intentionally associated with tag design that
results in monitoring that is briefer than the duration of
certain life-history traits of interest in these long-lived
animals. Photo-identification techniques, in contrast,
have been successfully used on manatees in Florida for
many years (Beck and Reid 1995; O'Shea and Hartley
1995; Rathbun et al. 1995), but previously published
results about manatees on the Atlantic Coast were only
about site fidelity and resightings among locations (Reid
et al. 1991). We therefore used a radio-tagging system to
provide a general description of movements and a de
tailed account of information on tag loss, reproduc
tion, and mortality of manatees on the Atlantic
Coast, and photo-identification records to provide the
first summary of reproduction of female manatees in this
region.

Methods

Radio-tagging

The study was initiated in May 1986 and is ongoing.
This report is a summary of data collected through 31
December 1991. Techniques of tagging manatees varied.
Thirty of 55 manatees were captured and temporarily
restrained with nets, 11 were tagged by snorkelers with
out restraint, 13 were captive, rehabilitated animals that
were released near original points of rescue, and one was
rescued and released on site on the same day. Tagged
manatees were assigned a sequential number with a
prefix to indicate the approximate tagging location. Be
cause the study is ongoing, we use the numbers in the
text to designate obs,~rvatioIiS' pertinent to a specific
individual manatee. Capture nets were from 15 to 150 m
long and from 3.6 to 6.7 m deep and were fabricated from

3 An asterisk denotes unpublished material.

20-cm stretched mesh of number-54 black nylon twine.
Most manatees were baited to capture sites with fresh
water from hoses (Fig. 1) near shore (municipal drinking
water from hoses is a common attractant of manatees in
urbanized saltwater habitats in Florida). A net was then
pulled across the entrance to the capture area and the
manatees were pursed in the net. Netted individuals were
hauled to shore where they were manually restrained in
shallow water or on a gently sloping beach. During the
period of restraint, which averaged 29.8 minutes
(SO =10.5, range =15-62, n =30), each manatee was
measured, photographed, and fitted with a radio-tag as
sembly. Some manatees were marked by taking a small
nick of skin from the tail margin to enhance future
identification (Rathbun et al. 1995). No harmful effects
of capture and handling procedures were observed in
subsequent tracking (O'Shea et al. 1985a). For previous
studies of radio-tagged manatees in Florida the animals
were tagged in aggregation sites in winter, primarily in
January, and were rarely if ever tagged again (Bengtson
1981; Rathbun et al. 1990; L.W. Lefebvre, National Bio
logical Service, Gainesville, Florida, and R. K. Frohlich,
Florida Department of Environmental Protection, Talla
hassee, Florida, unpublished data). Our work departs
from previous studies because freshwater bait stations
and the emphasis on retagging and on transmitterre
placement by swimmers allowed year-round capture and
tagging (Fig. 2).

Manatees were tagged with a belt and a tethered
floating transmitter assembly (Fig. 3). More detailed de
scriptions and procedures of tag construction are pro
vided by Rathbun et al. (* 1987a, *1987b, 1990);descrip
tions of additional refinements were provided by Reid
and O'Shea (*1989). The current tag hardware includes
threaded chain connectors at the proximal and distalends
of the tether. Connectors allow replacement of tags by a
swimmer who quietly approaches the animals and uses
small wrenches to change transmitters in floating hous
ings at the surface or by a shallow free-diving person
who replaces the tether and tag assemblies at the belt.
Some manatees are extremely tolerant of swimmers, and
entire belts can sometimes be fitted without restraint;
others are extremely wary, and tag changes can be made
only with great stealth at the distal end of the tether
assembly.

The tethered floating transmitter assembly is attached
to a belt fitted around the peduncle at the base of the
manatee's tail. Belts were constructed in advance of
tagging to fit an· array of potential peduncle girths and
were color-coded and engraved with identification num
bers. A bear-claw buckle on each belt permitted the tag
to be quickly fastened to a manatee. Corrodible nuts and
bolts in the belt's construction allowed the complete
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Fig. 1. A radio-tagged adult female Florida manatee (Trichechus manatus latirostris) drinking fresh water from a hose at a capture
site on Banana Creek, Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge, Florida. The floating transmitter housing contains a
satellite-monitored PIT. Photo by J. Reid.

assembly to eventually drop off. Belts were designed to
remain on the manatees for 2-3 years, but we found a
wide variation that was probably caused by differences
in materials, individual behavior, and salinity and tem
perature of the water.

Small (9.0 cm long and 1.7 cm in diameter) ultrasonic
transmitters or pingers were incorporated into some
belts. This allowed us to use a sonic receiver and direc
tional hydrophone to relocate belted animals that had lost
floating radio tags. This was particularly useful during
attempts to reattach radio tags. Ultrasonic transmitters
emit signals at 75 kHz, above the range of manatee
hearing (Bullock et al. 1982), and were also incorporated
into some transmitter housings to assist with the recovery
of malfunctioning or detached and submerged transmit
ters.

Belts and buoyant transmitters were joined by stiff
nylon tethers (lO-mm diameter rods). Tether lengths
ranged from 130 to 200 cm depending on the size of the

animal and characteristics of the tracking environment.
Each tether had a machined groove "near the proximal
connecting link that reduced the rod diameter, providing
a weak link for tag detachment. Groove depths were
varied such that smaller animals were fitted with tethers
of lesser breaking:..strength thresholds than larger ani
mals.

Two types of radio-transmitters were used: very high
frequency (VHF) radio-transmitters and platform trans
mitter terminals (PTTs). VHF transmitters in this study
operated at specific frequencies in the 164-MHz band.
We used directional antennas and portable receivers
tuned to the VHF signal to radio-track and locate mana
tees in the field. Locations were determined visually or
by triangulation. PTTs emit binary-encoded data via an
ultra-high frequency (UHF) signal (401.650 MHz) that
is received by equipment on orbiting satellites. These
satellites are part of the U.S. National Oceanic and At
mospheric Administration's Polar Orbiting Environ-
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mental Satellite Program. Receiving equipment on board
is operated in a bilateral agreement with France's Centre
National d'Etudes Spatiales, and data processing is pro
vided by Service Argos, Inc. As the satellites pass over,
on-board receiving equipment uses Doppler shifts in
frequency to compute locations and to transmit location
and sensor data to receiving stations on earth. Data are
rebroadcast through telecommunications satellites to
processing centers. From that point, the information can
be downloaded via telephone links to personal comput
ers within a few hours or less of the last satellite pass
over the manatee. Data from Service Argos are also
received monthly on computer diskette. Data received
through the satellite link include PTT identification
number, location date and time, latitude and longitude,
and an accuracy code (best accuracy is one standard
deviation within 150 m). Also transmitted are sensor
data including transmitter temperature and activity
(amount of tipping) and, on newer units, a low-voltage
indicator. We usually received two to six locations daily
by satellite, providing frequent location updates and
minimizing the need for extensive searches in the field.
The development and use of PTTs for tracking manatees
are described in more detail by Mate et al. (*1986,
*1987), Reid and O'Shea (*1989), and Rathbun et al.
(1990). Detailed technical descriptions of satellite te
lemetry systems are provided by Fancy et al. (1988) and
Harris et al. (1990).

We used two types of transmitter and housing con
figurations to track manatees. Both styles were buoyant
and attached to the distal end of the tether. The smaller
of the two included a single VHF transmitter installed in
33-cm-Iong, 6-cm-diameter housings. The tag design
used most often incorporated a PTT that transmitted to
satellites, a back-up VHF transmitter that allowed sup
plemental localization and observation in the field, and
an ultrasonic transmitter that allowed localization of the
animal underwater or of the PTT units after detachment
and submergence. PTT housings. were 39 x 9-cm-diame
ter cylinders. Both types floated vertically at the surface
and had quarter-wave whip antennas mounted on top
(antennas on PTTs were tuned for the UHF signal but
were also used for transmitting VHFsignals). VHF trans
mitters in housings were 860 g in weight, whereas com
bined PTT-VHF tags weighed approximately 2,410 g.
Battery life was approximately 2 years for VHF trans
mitters and approximately 8.5 months for PTTs
(6.5 months on new units placed into service after spring
1991). Transmitter housings were color coded
and marked with large identifying letters and engrav
ings.

The number of tagged manatees was summarized by
year to indicate the availability for discovery through
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Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of initial radio-tagging and
retagging by month, 1986-1991. All Atlantic Coast tagging
sites were combined. (A) Number of Florida manatees
(Trichechus manatus latirostris) that had radio-tags (belt and
transmitter) applied for the ftrst time. (B) Number ofepisodes
in which previously tagged individuals missing transmitters
were relocated and retagged with a new transmitter or belt.
Some individuals were retagged more than once. Transmitter
replacements are not included with the number ofretaggings.
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Fig. 3. Radio~tag assembly used on Florida manatees (Trichechus manatus latirostris; after *Rathbun et aI. 1990). The transmitter
housing and belt are attached to a stiff nylon tether by threaded chain connectors. The transmitter housing contains a
satellite~monitored P'IT', a VHF radio~transmitter, and an ultrasonic transmitter.

females. We determined the following aspects of repro
duction by compilation of sighting records of females:
proportion of females identified with calves each winter,
intervals between births, and numbers of winters of de
pendency by calves on their mothers. No information
was available on age at first reproduction from photo
identification or telemetry studies of manatees on the
Atlantic Coast. Terminology and criteria used by Rath
bun et al. (1995) were followed as closely as feasible for
defining reproduction traits. Seasons were defined as
three-month periods beginning with January, February,
and March (the winter season). Most photo-identifica
tion records (88%) were obtained in the fall and winter
seasons (fall =17%; winter =71%; spring =7%; sum
mer =5%) when manatees tend to aggregate at industrial
warm-water discharge sites. Records outside of the fall
and winter periods were excluded from analysis to allow
comparisons with similar data from other study areas
(O'Shea and Hartley 1995; Rathbun et al. 1995). How-

Photo-identification

the carcass retrieval program (Ackerman et al. 1995) or
resightings. For each year, we totaled the number of
manatees tracked with floating transmitters and the
known number ofmanatees wearing only belts (based on
sightings in that year orin sUbsequent years) and calcu
lated the proportion of this total that consisted of car
casses recovered during that year. However, the basis
for calculating these proportions is uncertain be
cause of possible undiscovered deaths and because some
surviving animals probably had belts but were not re
sighted.

The photo-identification system in" this study was
described by Reid et al. (1991) and Beck and Reid
(1995). Slide photography was used to record the identi
ties of females. Particular attention was given to docu
menting the presence or absence of calves with those



Results

tification sample was compared with that of the radio
tagged sample with a chi-square test of inde
pendence in a 2 by 2 contingency table. For all statistical
tests, P:S; 0.05 was considered significant.

Monitoring with Radio-tracking

Numbers of Tagged Manatees and Ranges of
Movement

Fifty-five manatees (37 females and 18 males) were
radio-tagged since 1986 (Table 1). Initial tagging loca
tions ranged from Kings Bay, Georgia, in the north to
Biscayne Bay in southern Florida (Fig. 4). Most (34)
were tagged in Brevard County, 18 in the Banana River,
and 16 in the Indian River or in the adjacent Banana
Creek (Fig. 5). Tagging locations of 11 manatees were
north and 10 were south of Brevard County. Twenty-one
manatees were tracked solely with VHF transmitters,
and 34 were tracked with only PTTs or combinations of
PTTs and VHF transmitters.

Many tagged manatees ranged long distances from
initial tagging locations. Seasonal migrations from
northern summer-use areas to southern warm-water sites
resulted in a large study area; some individuals moved
between Georgia and the Biscayne Bay in southeastern
Florida (Fig. 6). In addition to seasonal migrations, some
manatees traveled between distant sites during one sea
son. One female (TNC-Ol), for example, traveled repeat
edly between Brevard County and Georgia, including
three trips in a single year, and made annual moves south
to aggregation sites in winter in southeastern Florida
(Fig. 6). Others did not range far from the general area
of initial tagging. Five of the 10 manatees tagged in
southern Florida (south ofBrevard County) did not travel
outside of southern Florida. Some individuals made only
local movements, traveling less than 30 km between
summer- and winter-use areas (Fig. 7).
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ever, all sightings were used to define intervals between
births, based on consecutive seasons between the last
sighting of a previous calf and the first sighting of a new
calf.

Analyses of reproduction histories are based on sight
ing data through the fall 1991-winter 1992 seasons, as
compiled in March 1993. A few photographic records
date from 1978 (Shane 1983), but most observations
were made in 1982 or later. A total of 447 manatees from
the Atlantic Coast (excluding Blue Spring) have been
included in the manatee identification catalog during this
period: 61 males, 185 females, and 201 of undetermined
sex. Most photo-identification records on the Atlantic
Coast are taken from the surface where external genitalia
are seldom visible, and therefore gender for females is
easier to determine based on the presence ofcalves (Beck
and Reid 1995).

Because many females were sighted in only some
years and often were missed during one or more years
between sightings, an abbreviated subset of all sighting
records was created to calculate some reproduction pa
rameters. This subset includes records of 59 sexually
mature females that were sighted for at least three con
secutive fall-winter seasons. As with Rathbun et al.
(1995), sexually mature females were defined as females
that were seen as independent from mothers for at least
3 years or were sighted with their own young. However,
this censored data set differs in definition from that of
Rathbun et al. (1995), who used a criterion of at least 8
consecutive years of sightings. From the censored data
set we calculated the duration of dependency by calves
as the presence of the calf within 1 year or during 2 years,
bracketed by sightings of the female without the calf. A
I-year dependency required that a female was seen in 3
consecutive years with a calf noted in the middle year.
A 2-year dependency required a similar arrangement
during 4 consecutive years.

We present most results as tabulations oforiginal data
or as summary statistics (arithmetic mean ± standard
deviation, range). The percentages of females with
calves in sighting records between the Crystal River and Tag Loss
the Atlantic Coast study groups were compared with a Although we tracked some manatees with only one
paired (by year) t test on arcsine-transformed propor- deployment of a transmitter, replacing transmitters was
tions. The arcsine transformation was used to correct the common for various reasons, including low battery life
non-normal distributions and unequal variances often or electronics malfunctions. Manatees that broke free of
associated with proportions and percentages. These per- the transmitter at the tether weak-link were often re
centages were based on our tabulations and those of tagged again at a later date. As a result, 34 individuals
Rathbun et al. (1995), beginning 1981-82 and ending were monitored over multiple transmitter deployments.
1990-91. Data from ptjpr years"were excluded because Each transmitter deployment is called a tagging bout
of smaller sample sizes on the Atlantic Coast. For these (Table 1). An extreme case was an adult female manatee
analyses, observations of females with calves included (TBC-03), tracked for 26 bouts during nearly 5 years. A
nursing females with first- and second-year calves. total of 239 tagging bouts with a mean of 4.35 bouts/in-
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Table 1. Identification number, name, sex, and size at capture of radio-tagged Florida manatees (Trichechus manatus
latirostris) tracked on the Atlantic Coast through 31 December 1991. Number of tagging bouts included sequential bouts
without intervals between bouts. The sum of the total number ofdays of tracking and total number ofdays between bouts
equals the total number of days a manatee is tagged (> symbol indicates tracked past 31 December 1991).

Total length Number of Days Days between Total
ID number Name Sex at capture bouts tracked bouts days tagged

TBC-Ol Dixie F 310 4 330 450 780
TBC-02 Trixie F 270 1 41 41
TBC-03 Moon F 277 26 >1,219 599 >1,818
TBC-04 Eclipse F 260 3 248 8 256
TBC-05 Gyro F 267 3 319 231 550
TBC-06 Moe M 260 6 852 477 1,329
TBC-07 Bill M 270 1 65 65
TBC-08 Angela F 325 1 53 53
TBC-09 C-Cow F 305 23 >1,148 511 >1,659
TBC-I0 Fran F 310 1 66 66
TBC-ll Gloria F 300 I 58 58
TBC-12 Heike F 295 2 59 0 59
TBC-13 Irene F 260 3 234 0 234
TBC-14 Jerome M 275 1 132 132
TBC-15 Karen F 280 6 281 658 939
TBC-16 Larry M 285 1 4 4
TBC-17 Madonna F 350 1 37 37
TBC-18 Leroy M 280 3 96 310 406
TBC-19 Sharon F 315 1 10 10
TBC-20 Ruth F 270 15 671 242 913
TBC-21 Willie M 280 4 161 522 683
TBC-22 Magoo M 248 2 316 0 316
TBC-23 Hillary F 273 12 >589 713 >1,302
TBC-24 Betty F 285 17 >832 168 >1,000
TBC-25 D-Cow M 225 5 563 26 589
TBC-26 Pee Wee F 270 6 >675 100 >775
TBC-27 Mel M 240 3 530 3 533
TBC-28 Liberty F 222 1 157 157
TBC-29 Casey M 210 10 >431 57 >488
TBC-30 Maria F 280 1 119 119
TBC-31 Freddie F 300 4 >376 50 >426
TBC-32 Tomasina F -335 3 >58 .165 >223
TBC-33 Ernie M 280 1 72 72
TBC-34 Miley M 219 1 >169 >169
TNC-Ol Diane F 330 8 754 871 1,625
TNC-02 Jesse M 305 1 52 52
TNC-03 Tammy F 315 1 77 77
TNC-04 Pat F 310 1 56 56
TNC-05 Roseanne F 340 1 133 133
TNC-06 Nancy F 250 3 188 680 868
TNC-07 Whitie M 250 1 138 138
TNC-08 George M 275 1 61 61
TGA-Ol Mary F 330 3 285 0 285
TJX-Ol Connie F 270 3 205 26 231
TJX-02 Patience F 284 2 243 0 243
TPE-OI Spot F 315 11 >459 605 >1,064
TPE-02 Fireball F -325 5 165 47 212
TPE-03 Sickle F 335 7 >265 477 >742
TPE-04 Susan F 304 5 442 71 513
TFP-OI Hutch M 305 1 11 11
TFP-02 Ross M 288 5 >419 0 >419
TFP-03 Natalie F 310 2 106 20 126
TFP-04 Sophia F -330 1 52 52
TFP-05 Lani "'F -335 2 >141 2 >143
TMI-Ol Bob M 303 2 92 0 92

Total 239 15,315 8,089 23,404
Mean 4.35 278.5 237.9 425.5
SD 5.34 283.9 272.0 465.5

Range 1-26 4->1,219 0-871 4-1,818
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Northern FUSouthern GA Sites

Fig. 4. Sites where Florida manatees
(Trichechus manatus latirostris)
were radio-tagged and the number
of tagged manatees (n =55) at each
location in parentheses. Most tag
ging sites were in central Florida.
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Fig. 5. Place names mentioned in the text
and important areas used by Florida
manatees (Trichechus manatus lati
rostris) along the Atlantic Coast.
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Fig. 6. Cumulative satellite-detennined
locations (n = 524) of an adult fe
male Florida manatee (Trichechus
manatus latirostris) between No
vember 1987 and July 1988. Loca
tions of this female (TNC-Ol)
ranged from Port Everglades in
southern Florida to Kings Bay,
Georgia.
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Fig. 7. Total number ofplotted locations
(n = 417) ofa female Florida manatee
(Trichechus manatus latirostris) in
Brevard County, Florida, between
January and August 1987. This indi
vidual (TBC-05)· used the Indian
River power plants during cold
weather and the upper Banana Creek
and Titusville areas during warm
weather.

--Port
Canaveral
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Table 2. Causes for termination of tracking bouts in telemetry studies of manatees (Trichechus manatus latirostris) on
the Atlantic Coast of Florida, 1986-1991. Frequency of occurrence and mean and maximum tagging bout durations
in days are given for each termination cause. Both PTT and VHF transmitters are included.
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counts included consecutive bouts when transmitters on
manatees were replaced without loss ofcontact. Because
many manatees were tracked continuously during con
secutive bouts, many tracking periods were longer than
the tagging bouts.

Tagging-bout lengths ranged from less than 24 hours
to 57~ days and had high coefficients of variation. The
mean! bout length was 64 ± 69.1 days. The mean bout
lengths of the VHF transmitters (65 ± 77.3 days) and
PTTs (63 ± 56.1 days) were nearly equal. The maximum
length of 139 deployments of VHF transmitters was 578
days (19.2 months), and the longest of 100 PTT deploy
ments was 250 days (8.3 months), which was near the
maximum battery life of PTTs.

The termination of tagging bouts was marked by the
recovery or loss of the tether and transmitter, recovery
or loss of the entire tag assembly, replacement with a new
transmitter or belt and transmitter, loss ofsignal, or death
of the tagged manatee (Table 2). Transmitter recovery
caused by designed failure of the tether weak-link was
the predominant reason of termination of tagging bouts
(Table 2). Weak-link breaks were caused by transmitter
tether entanglement on dock pilings, out-drives of
moored boats, or woody vegetation near shore. Weak
link breaks also occurred on four occasions when well-

Cause of tennination

Recovered dead manatees wearing transmitter
Recovered transmitter
Weak-link broken, undetermined cause
Weak-link broken by human
Weak-link broken by alligator
Other breakage at transmitter housing or tether; eye bolt, tether
Other breakage at belt; swivel failed
Connector unscrewed/detached by human
Boat strike to transmitter housing
Recovered tag (belt broken)
Replaced transmitter
Low battery
Malfunctioning housing; missing antenna, leaked, barnacles
Electronics malfunction; battery failure, poor range
Boat strike
Replace with improved unit
Replace with PTf
Replaced tag (belt worn or~<wivel failed)
Lost transmitter
Missing at weak-link
Missing at weak-link; assume boat strike
Missing transmitter; manatee not resighted

intentioned or curious people pulled the transmitter and
tether free from the manatee. Once an alligator (Alligator
mississippiensis) seized and pulled a transmitter off a
manatee in Banana Creek and carried the housing over
an earthen dike. Alligator teeth marks were found also
on other transmitter housings, especially on those of
tagged manatees that frequented the upper Banana River
or Banana Creek in Brevard County. Predation on float
ing transmitters by alligators may have accounted for the
loss of signals from several individuals in these areas.
Tag detachment was caused primarily by circumstances
beyond our control rather than failure of the tag design.
Three of the tagging bouts were terminated by the deaths
of the tagged manatees. These tag attachments did not
contribute to the manatee's deaths.

We replaced transmitters 113 times. The maximum
number of replacements on a single individual was 13.
Damaged or malfunctioning transmitters were replaced
to continue tracking. Replacements included substitu
tion of new or refurbished VHF transmitters or PTTs of
units that approached the end of battery life, had mal
functioned, or were floating low in the water because of
heavy barnacle encrustation.

Intervals (Table 2) associated with belt loss or re
placement reflected the cause of termination of an indi-

Duration of bouts
n Mean Maximum

3 72 90
71 50 193
56 49 193
4 33 77
1 65 65
1 155 155
3 88 183
3 6 10
3 48 66
7 91 183

113 74 578
11 146 250
18 110 363
9 60 106

11 59 158
20 19 98
44 72 578
8 48 121

16 52 148
15 48 148
1 110 110
8 59 119

-...ipp" J



vidual tagging bout (transmitter deployment) but usually
did not reflect the overall life of the belt. Tags were
recovered from seven manatees that broke free of the belt
assembly after a mean belt life of 237 days (±222, range
=4-589) from initial tagging to recovery. We replaced
eight belts because the belts were worn or the swivel
failed. These were deployed on manatees an average of
793 ± 380 days (24 months) and a range of 273 to 1,547
days (9 to 50 months) without obvious detrimental effect
on the tagged individuals.

The 55 manatees tagged since 1986 carried floating
transmitters for a total of 15,318 days (42.5 years). This
includes 9,019 days (24.7 years) with VHF transmitters
and 6,299 days (17.3 years) with PTTs. Including the
intervals between tagging bouts, which total 8,100 days
(22.2 years), our efforts spanned 64.2 manatee-years.
One individual was tracked for 1,219 days (3.37 years)
of the 1,818 day (5-year) period since she was initially
tagged. At the other extreme, one female was tagged
once for 4 days before the tag assembly broke free at the
belt.

Reproduction

Sizes ofreproductive females. Twenty-eight of the 37
tagged female manatees were larger than 275 cm total
length (TL) at the time of first tagging and were assumed
to be sexually mature based on size (Marmontel 1995;
O'Shea et al. 1985b). All females that had accompanying
calves when tagged were longer than 275 cm except one.
One female was 267 cm and was accompanied by a calf
at tagging.

Several individuals that were shorter than 275 cm and
believed to be immature when initially tagged were later
pregnant or gave birth. One female was 270 cm TL at
tagging and reproduced 2 years later. Another female
was 273 cm TL and was monitored for 3.5 years but was
not sighted with a calf. During November 1989, her
abdomen was very distended, and we believed that she
was in late pregnancy. After transmitter loss in Decem
ber, she was not observed until 11 months later, when
she was tagged again at which time she had no calf. If a
birth occurred, the calf probably did not survive. She
is not known to have reproduced through December
1991.

A 270-cm TL female (TBC-20) was tagged in April
1988 and pregnant in July 1990 and gave birth in August
1990 (Fig. 8). Based on photographs and field observa
tions of her as a juvenile in May 1987, we believe this
was her first calf. The carcass of this female was found
in October 1990; the cause of death was not known. The
fate of her accompanying calf was undetermined. The
carcass of the female measured 308 cm TL, indicating
growth in length since originally tagged. However, the
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difference in lengths could also be influenced by differ
ences in measuring technique or postmortem change.
This female was classified as between 7 and 8 years old
at death based on postmortem counts of growth-layer
groups in the periotic bone (Marmontel 1993).

Of all females that were longer than 275 cm TL at
tagging, one (TNC-Ol) monitored for more than 17
months failed to reproduce. She was tagged in March
1987 at 330 cm TL and tracked continuously until Au
gust 1988. She was not accompanied by a calfduring this
period. She was retagged in December 1989 while a
small calf accompanied her. Based on size, we assumed
the calf was 6 months old at retagging. If birth occurred
in June 1989, a period of 2.25 years or greater without
reproduction was indicated. If gestation lasts about 12
months, the interval between births by this female was
longer than 1 year, or she failed to reproduce.

Number of produced·calves. Eighteen females pro
duced a total of 22 calves. Each of two tagged manatees
produced two calves, and one female had three calves.
Twinning was not recorded. The sex of 16 young was
determined. Ten were males and six were females. The
number of tagged adult females observed with calves
during the fall-winter seasons each year suggested that a
pooled proportion of 0.348 (8/23) adult females nursed
calves at this time of year (Table 3).

Gestation and Parturition.The estimated gestation
duration was from a single female (TBC-09). From May
to late July 1989, she was frequently observed with her
calf feeding on the grassbeds and resting in the canals of
the middle Banana River, her normal use area in summer.
We believe she was pursued by a herd of males starting
on or about 28 July 1989, when she traveled 13 km north
to areas that she rarely visited. Based on Argos location
and transmitter tip data, she exhibited high activity in the
upper Banana River for 3 days before her radio-transmit
ter became detached. Although no observations were
made during this period, movements outside of normal
use areas can occur during mating (Bengtson 1981; Rath
bun et al. 1990). She was observed 12 months later with
a distended abdomen indicative of pregnancy. Her next
calf was born between 15 and 18 September 1990. A
maximum gestation period of 417 days (13.9 months)
can be calculated from the initial pursuit of her by the
males (28 July 1989) and latest possible birth date (17
September 1990). An alternative estimate of the gesta
tion period could reduce this figure by 3 weeks (based
on the duration of typical herds of consorting males) to
396 days (13.2 months), although the pursuit of her by
the males could have persisted longer than 3 weeks or
she could also have been pursued by another herd of
males at a later time (as noted in other cases by Bengtson
[1981]).
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Fig. 8. Tagged female Florida manatee (Trichechus manatus latirostris) with newborn calf in Brevard County, Florida. The carcass
ofthis adult female (TBC-20) was found in October 1990. She was between 7 and 8 years old when she died. The cause of death
was not known. The calf probably did not survive on its own. Photo by R. Bonde.

Table 3. Number of tagged adult female Florida manatees (Trichechus manatus latirostris) with first-year and second
year calves in the fall-winter season each year, Atlantic Coast of Florida, 1986-1987 through 1991-1992.

Females Females with Females with Total number
Total number without fIrst-year second-year of females

Year of females calves calf calf with calves

1986-87 2 1 0 1 1
1987~88 3 3 0 0 0
1988-89 4 2 1 1 2
1989-90 4 4

" 3 0 1 1
199~91 4 2 2 0 2
1991-92 6 4 2 0 2

Totals 23 15 5 3 8

------~-------- w
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Table 4. Details on births of calves to tagged manatees (Trichechus manatus latirostris) along the Atlantic Coast of
Florida, 1986-1991.

Distance moved
Female-calf ID Birth date Birth location to birth location

TBC-09/C1 12 Aug 1987 Canal, Banana River, Brevard County <5km
TBC-09/C2 15-18 Sep 1990 Canal, Vero Beach 98km
TBC-03/C2 30 Jun 1988 Boat basin, Daytona Beach 110km
TBC-24/C1 May/Jun 1990 Canal or adjacent Banana River, <2km

TBC-20/C1
Brevard County

6 Aug 1990 Canal, Sykes Creek, Brevard County <7km

TBC-09/C IM = 24.0

Birth and weaning known

where we suspected she gave birth between 15 and 18
September. She remained in this canal or its vicinity until
28 September when she resumed her migration south.
Five days later she had traveled past West Palm Beach,
when her transmitter was hit by a boat. On 5 October, she
was sighted with her calf at a warm-water refuge in Fort
Lauderdale. She seemed to have initiated her move south
early because of her late-term pregnancy.

Dependence and weaning o/calves and intervals be
tween births. Periods ofdependence ofthe calves on their
mothers were difficult to determine because of the inop
portune tag loss prior to birth or weaning. For example,
only 8 of 19 females gave birth or weaned young during
tracking periods. Despite these limitations, the estimated
minimum dependence included five that were longer
than 14 months (Table 5). One of these calves continued
to accompany the tagged mother (TBC-09) beyond De
cember 1991 after a dependence of 15.5 months. Another
complete period of dependence was approximately 24
months (734 days ± 12 days) of a calfof the same female
born on or about 12 August 1987 (Fig. 9) and weaned

Table 5. Period of tracking female manatees (Trichechus
manatus latirostris) with calves (in months) for which
dates of births or weaning were known. Cases with
incomplete information on births or weaning and
manatees that were observed for 8 months or fewer are
not included. Time periods are all discontinuous except
for TBC-09/C I .

1,2 Sequential calves produced by tagged females.
>Dependence continued past 31 December 1991.

Birth (B) or weaning (W) known

TBC-03/C1F = 18.5 B
TNC-Ol/CIF =15.5 W
TBC-09/C2F = > 15.5
TPE-04/C IM = 14.5 W

Birth dates and approximate locations of births of five
calves of four tagged females were determined (Table 4).
All calves were born between May and September. Four
were born in quiet canals or boat basins. The birth place
of the fifth calf was not pinpointed but was either in a
quiet residential canal system or in the nearby seagrass
beds of the Banana River. Pregnant females moved rela
tively short distances« 10 km) to birth locations prior to
three of these births (Table 4). Birth sites of these three
were in or close to the mother's normal use area. Two
notable exceptions to this pattern occurred. One female
(TBC-03), radio-tracked for most of the previous 1.5
years, had primarily ranged in the canals and grass beds
of the Banana River near Cocoa Beach in Brevard
County. In June 1988 she traveled into the Indian River
and north farther than 140 km to Flagler Beach, our first
documentation of any movements by this individual
north of Brevard County. On 29 June, she was located in
the Daytona Beach Municipal Marina's newly con
structed boat basin, 110 km north of Cocoa Beach. On
30 June, she gave birth to a female calf. She remained
with the calf in the basin for the next 7 days before
traveling 24 km north to the Tomoka River. After at least
8 days there, she swam south with her offspring, arriving
in Brevard County on 19 July where she returned to her
normal use areas in the Banana River.

A second female (TBC-09) who also made a long-dis
tance move to a birth location traveled less than 5 km for
the first of her two recorded parturitions. She traveled
more than 100 km south of her summer use area for her
second parturition. She regularly made seasonal migra
tions in fall from Brevard County to an aggregation site
at Port Everglades.. In four different years, she did not
begin this move prior to early November and rarely made
lengthy stopovers before arriv!pg at Poit Everglades. In
1990, however, she began a similar directed movement
on 12 September but stopped in a residential canal near
the Vero Beach power plant on 15 September. She was
seen with the newborn on 18 September in this canal,
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Melbourne on 20 January 1990, soon after her departure
from the Sebastian River, she no longer was accompa
nied by her calf. This is the only case of weaning we
observed during cold winter weather. Her calf was large,
and we therefore assumed it was weaned at this time.
However, the calf may have died during the extremely
cold weather of late December 1989, when many mana
tees in this size and age class succumbed to stress from
cold (Ackerman et al. 1995; Marmontel 1993).

The most detailed recorded weaning was of a female
(TPE-04) and her radio-tagged male calf. They were in
the Banana and Indian rivers for 7.5 months in fall 1990
and winter and spring 1991. During this time, they were
always within a few m of one another and were in
frequent physical contact. On 8 May 1991, the calf was
seen with other manatees in a boat basin while his mother
was simultaneously located approximately 1 km outside
the basin, presumably feeding in seagrass beds. The
female and the calf were seen together again on the next

Fig. 9. Female Florida manatee (Trichechus manatus latirostris) with a 3-week-old male calf, Banana River, Brevard County, Florida,
1 September 1987. The female (TBC-09) weaned this calf in August 1989 after a period of dependency of 24 months. Photo by
R. Bonde.

between 3 and 27 August 1989. During this latter period
we believe the female was pursued by a herd of males.
The tagged female and the tagged calf broke free of their
transmitters, presumably as a result of jostling with
males during mating, and we were unable to confirm the
precise date of separation. The calf, however, was
sighted alone on 27 August 1989.

Aspects of weaning were determined from seven
calves. Five were weaned during July or August, one in
March, and one between mid-November and mid-Janu
ary. One accompanied his mother when she was first
pursued by a herd of consorting males; no other cases of
weaning were known to coincide with mating. One calf
was weaned during the 200-km migration of her mother
in late March 1991. We do nofknow the movements of
the calf. Another female (TGA-Ol) was with her calf on
17 November 1989 at the Indian River power plants in
Brevard County. She traveled south to the Sebastian
River during late December. When she was seen near
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Table 6. Tagged manatees (Trichechus manatus latirostris) recovered by the manatee carcass salvage program on the
Atlantic Coast of Florida, 1986-1991. Ancillary information on these individuals is in Table 1.

Tagging Tagging Date Recovery Carcass Cause of
ID Sex date location reported location number death

TBC-081 F 23 Apr 1987 Brevard County 4 Sep 1987 St. Johns River, KDL-87-44 Undetermined
Jacksonville

TBC-181 M 30 Mar 1988 Brevard County 21 Dec 1989 Indian River, UCF-89-05 Undetermined
Brevard Co.a

TNC-081 M 16 Mar 1989 Nassau County 2 Feb 1990 Fernandina Beach, MJAV-90-17 Undetermined·
Nassau Co.

TGA-0l2 F 26 Ju11989 Georgia 7 May 1990 Kings Bay, MJAV-90-26 Boat collision

TBC-202
Georgia

F 21 Apr 1988 Brevard County 21 Oct 1990 Port Canaveral, UCF-90-59 Undetermined
Brevard Co.

TBC-332 M 6 Jun 1991 Brevard County 17 Aug 1991 Banana River, UCF-91-31 Human related-
Brevard Co. other

1Recovered wearing only the belt.
2 Recovered wearing the belt and the tethered transmitter.
a Carcass identity verified but not recovered.

Reproduction Histories Based on Photo
identification

We made 641 sightings of females during the fall
winter seasons (Table 9). The average number of years
each female was sighted was 4.1 (range =1-12 years).
Ofall females (n =185), 155 (84%) produced at least one
calf, but this proportion may be biased because non-re
productive females whose sex was not identified during
sightings because of the absence of calves were not
included in the analyses and because the proportion was
not corrected for the numbers of years. A total of 271
calves was produced. The sex of 17 calves was deter
mined: 11 females and six males.

Based on photo-identification records of females in
the censored data set, 29 calves were dependent for 1

of overall mortality can be expressed as six deaths in ap
proximately 126 tagged manatee-years or 4.7% (Table 7).

We did not observe the death ofany of the 22 calves
associated with tagged females. Many calves remained
alive for relatively long periods while their mothers were
tracked (Table 8). The carcasses of two females, who
were probably nursing calves at the time of death, were
found. The fates of these calves were not determined.
However, one of the young was only 76 days old when
her mother died, and she probably did not survive on her
own. A female who was accompanied by a large calf was
tracked for almost 2 months until she broke free of her
transmitter. Her carcass was recovered more than
80 days later and the cause of her death was not deter
mined.

day and on several subsequent tracking dates, including
7 June. By 12 June, they had separated again. Although
they were occasionally· tracked to the same sites, they
never again displayed close association or contact. On
20 June, 13 days after the young was last located with
his mother, he was seen attempting to nurse from a
different radio-tagged lactating female. His attempts
were unsuccessful.

The known birth dates ofthe two sequential calves ofone
female (TBC-09) also provided the most precise estimate of
an interval between births during radio-tracking. This inter
val was slightly longer than 37 months. A second female
(TBC-03) provided a less precise estimate for an interval
between births; 32.0--34.5 months elapsed between two
births.

Mortality

Six tagged manatees died during the 6-year tagging
period (Table 6). Two of the deaths were due to anthropo
genic causes, and the causes ofdeath of the remaining four
were not determined. Three of the recovered carcasses were
wearing the complete belt and transmitter assembly, and
three wore only peduncle belts. None of the previously
tagged manatees that had broken free of belts (or had belts
removed) was verified as dead based on scar pattern identi
fication. However, some taggeg., manatees have only minor
scarring or are relatively indistinct, making verification of
carcass identity difficult if recovered without tags or belts.
The percentage of tracked or belted manatees whose car
casses were recovered was 0.0--10.7/year. A crude estimate
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Table 7. Number of tracked and tagged Florida manatees (Trichechus manatus latirostris) by years, Atlantic Coast of
Florida, 1986-1991. Some individuals were tracked in consecutive years.

Category 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Number of tracked manatees (with 5 18 20 20 24 24
belt and transmitter)

Known number of manatees with 0 2 7 4a

only belts (no transmitter)
Total with belt and transmitter 5 19 22 27 28 25

or belt only
Number of missing manatees 0 0 2 6 12 17

(possibly with belt)
Total (including missing manatees) 5 19 24 33 40 42
Recovered tagged manatee carcasses 1 1 3 1

a Includes one manatee that was not tracked during the year and whose carcass with belt was recovered.

Table 8. Lengths of observations of calves associated with tagged manatee (Trichechus manatus latirostris) females.
No calves accompanying females died during this study. Short lengths of observation periods indicated termination
of the study period or loss of ability to track the female. Blanks indicate no data are available.

CalfID

TBC-OllC I

TBC-02/C I

TBC-03/C I

TBC-03/C2

TBC-03/C3

TBC-05/C I

TBC-08/C I

TBC-09/C I

TBC-09/C2

TBC-15/C I

TBC-20/C I

TBC-24/C I

TBC-32/C I

TGA-Ol/C l

TNC-Ol/C1

TNC-03/C I

TNC-04/C I

TNC-05/C I

TPE-OI/C l

TPE-0l/C2

TPE-03/C I

TPE-04/C I

Sex

M
F
F
M
M

M
F
M
M
F

F
F
M
F
M
M
M

M

Date of birth or
first sighting

24 Jan 1987 (S)
19 Feb 1988 (S)
30 Sep 1986 (S)
30 Jun 1988 (B)
25 May 1991 (S)
13 Nov 1986 (S)
23 Apr 1987 (S)
12 Aug 1987 (B)
15 Sep 1990 (B)
13 Sep 1989 (S)
6 Aug 1990 (B)
1 Jun 1990 (B)
30 Dec 1991 (S)
26 Jun 1989 (S)
18 Dec 1989 (S)
25 Feb 1988 (S)
25 Feb 1988 (S)
18 Jan 1989 (S)
27 Jan 1989 (S)
24 Oct 1990 (S)
17 Jan 1991 (S)
16 Mar 1990 (S)

Date of last
sighting of

female with calf

29 Jun 1988
19 Feb 1988
5 Ju11987
15 Jan 1990
31 Dec 1991
14 Ju11987
15 Jun 1987
1 Aug 1989
31 Dec 1991
14 Jun 1990
21 Oct 1990c

31 Dec 1991
31 Dec 1991
17 Nov 1989
3 Apr 1991
12 May 1988
21 Apr 1988
31 May 1989
26 Mar 1989
29 Apr 1991
5 Jun 1991
5 Jun 1991

Date of frrst
sighting of

female without calf

18 Aug 1987
30 May 1990

15 Ju11987
b

27 Aug 1989

20 Jan 1990
4 Apr 1991

19 Dec 1989

2 Jul1991
13 Jun 1991

Total number of
days the calf was
known to be alive

524
1

279
564
220a

245
53

720
472a

275
76

578a

2a

144
472
77
56

134
59

188
140
447

(S) = First sighted with calf, date of birth unknown.
(8) = approximate birth date.
a Calf observed alive with mother at termination of study, 31 Dec 1991.
b Mother reported dead 4 September 1987, fate of large calf unknown.
C Mother reported dead 21 October 1990, fate of 76-day-old calf unknown.



Table 9. Number of identifiable adult female Florida manatees (Trichechus manatus latirostris) observed in the
fall-winter season of each year and number of accompanying first- or second-year calves, Atlantic Coast of Florida,
1978-1979 through 1991-1992. Information excludes females tracked by telemetry (Table 3).

Females Females with Females with Total females Proportion females
Year Total females without calves ftrst-year calf second-year calf with calves with calves

1978-79 3 0 3 0 3 1.000
1979-80 4 2 2 0 2 0.500
1980-81 8 6 2 0 2 0.250
1981-82 20 4 16 0 16 0.800
1982-83 26 14 12 0 12 0.462
1983-84 17 12 5 0 5 0.294
1984-85 73 37 36 0 36 0.493
1985-86 66 35 25 6 31 0.470
1986-87 61 33 22 6 28 0.459
1987-88 75 45 28 2 30 0.400
1988-89 45 30 14 1 15 0.333
1989-90 66 48 18 0 18 0.273
1990-91 94 51 42 1 43 0.457
1991-92 83 53 24 6 30 0.361

Totals 641 370 249 22 271 0.423

year and eight calves were dependent for 2 years. Al
though records from only 3 consecutive years could
introduce a bias of I-yeardependent calves, records were
kept for 4 or more consecutive years of 21 of the 29
l-year-dependent calves. However, an additional 17
calves were dependent for at least two fall-winter sea
sons but were excluded from the data summary because
they were not bracketed by sightings of the mother
without a calf, suggesting that 2-year dependencies are
more frequent than the censored data se~ reveals.

The censored data set included 10 females with con
secutive annual records that included observations of
successively born calves. This enabled us to determine
11 intervals between births. The average time between
the first sightirig of a female with a calf and the first
sighting of the same female with a subsequent calf was
10.5 seasons (SD = 2.54) or 2.6 years. These intervals
ranged from 8 to 16 seasons (2-4 years).

The proportion of adult females with calves each year
was variable (Table 9); the pooled proportion was 0.423
during the entire period. The mean proportion of females
with calves each year during winter 1981-82 through
1990-91 was not significantly different from similar
data from manatees in the Crystal River study area
(P =0.517) reported by Rathbun et al~·(l995; Table 1).
The pooled proportion of females with calves in the
photo-identification sample (0.387) during 1986-87
through 1991-92 (Table 9) was not significantly differ
ent from that derived from the smaller sample of radio-
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tagged females with calves (0.348) during the same
period (Table 3).

Discussion

Studies of radio-tagged manatees are used primarily
for determining migration and movement patterns and
for identifying locations of high-use areas for habitat
protection (*U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1989;
O'Shea and Kochman 1990; Reynolds and Haddad
1990). The secondary use of radio-tagging to study as
pects of reproduction and mortality in Florida manatees
has advantages and disadvantages. The major advantage
is that it allows direct, repeated observations of individu
als on a year-round basis. The major disadvantage is that
tag loss results in frequent and unpredictable interrup
tions in the continuity of these observations. These inter
ruptions complicate the estimations of gestation dura
tion, early calf mortality, length of calf dependency,
timing of weaning, and lengths of intervals between
births because most of these aspects of manatee life
history are longer than the durations of uninterrupted
tagging bouts. We do not foresee major advances in
tagging apparatus that will correct this problem. Many
causes of tag loss are beyond the control of researchers.
The designed weak links and corrodible connectors that
contribute to tag loss are necessary for the safety of the
tagged manatees. Although no tags were recovered as a
result of the designed corrosion of connectors at the belt,
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some of the eight individuals whose signals were lostand
were not resighted may have lost their tags for this
reason.

The inherent drawbacks of studying manatees by ra
dio-tagging resulted in only a small number of estimates
of certain life-history traits. However, despite the small
number of samples, some estimates based on tracking
females on the Atlantic Coast are probably some of the
most accurate reported of wild manatees and comple
ment those obtained from long-term observations of
scarred individuals in aggregations in winter (O'Shea
and Hartley 1995; Rathbun et al. 1995), examinations of
carcasses (Marmontel 1995), and records from captive
husbandry (Odell et al. 1995).

The most comparable study of reproduction with te
lemetry is that of Bengtson (1981), who tracked mana
tees in a 2-year study in the freshwater habitats of the
upper St. Johns River near Blue Spring. Three tagged
females gave birth during that studyin quiet waters away
from the main channel of the river. The females gave
birth in April, May, and August. Two females spent a
relatively large percentage of their time moving prior to
parturition, presumably attempting to locate suitable
sites for giving birth (Bengtson 1981). These observa
tions are similar to those on the Atlantic Coast where we
observed five births. Each birth on the Atlantic Coast
was in a warm month (May to September) and, if known,
took place in quiet canals, basins, or adjacent waters
away from the main channels. Two of the five births were
preceded by major long-distance moves of about 100 km
by the mothers. Bengtson (1981) did not report long
distance moves by tagged females outside their normal
summering areas but found instead that females in the
upper St. Johns River spent a greater amount of time
traveling prior to giving birth. The manatees in both
study areas seemed to favor locations away from distur
bance, such as heavy and fast boat traffic, and possibly
away from male manatees in search of estrous females
(0'Shea and Hartley 1995). Other aspects of the adaptive
significance of the long prepartum moves, however, are
not clear. Other seemingly suitable sites were closer to
the normal ranges of the females on the Atlantic Coast,
and the choice of widely separated locations by the same
female in two consecutive births suggested that individu
als do not repeatedly use specific locations.

No other researchers who used telemetry accurately
measured the birth-to-weaning intervals or gestation pe
riods in manatees. We determined a period of depend
ency of 24.0 months b.r one calf and one probable gesta
tion period of 13.2-13.9 months (396-417 days). Births
of two calves to one female were separated by an interval
of slightly more than 37 months and to another female
by 32.0-34.5 months. Weaning of seven calves was also

recorded. Five of them were weaned in July and August,
one in late March during northward migration, and pre
sumably only one in December or January. These obser
vations suggested that most females probably do not
wean offspring in winter. An absence of weaning in
winter has also been noted in manatees at Blue Spring
(O'Shea and Hartley 1995). A greater susceptibility of
subadult animals to cold-related mortality has been well
documented (0'Shea et al. 1985b; Marmontel 1993;
Ackerman et al. 1995) and may provide an explanation
for the tendency toward· weaning in seasons other than
winter. Only one young was weaned while its mother
was pursued by a herd of males. Bengtson (1981) noted
that one of two females pursued by such herds in the
St. Johns River was accompanied by a nursing calf, and
Rathbun et al. (1995) reported six cases oflarge depend
ent calves that accompanied females in herds ofpursuing
males.

Rathbun et al. (1995) noted that lengths of time be
tween the pursuits of females by herds of males and the
first subsequent sightings of those females with young
calves ranged from less than 9 to more than 15 months.
Most of these rough estimates for gestation were from
13 to 15 months. These estimates based on sightings
without telemetry are wide because dates of births were
not recorded and females in these herds are not always
impregnated (Hartman 1979; Bengtson 1981). Seasonal
timing of births reported in other studies also indicated
that most females give birth in warm months and few in
winter (Marmontel 1995; 0'Shea and Hartley 1995;
Rathbun et al. 1995). Our observations of intervals be
tween births of 37 and 32.0-34.5 months in two radio
tagged females are also within the range estimate>! with
data from photo-identification studies on the Atlantic
Coast. The latter are not significantly different from
those obtained by long-term, photo-identification stud
ies at Blue Spring and on the Crystal River (O'Shea and
Hartley 1995; Rathbun et al. 1995). The small number of
telemetry-based estimates of intervals between bi-rths--in
manatees on the Atlantic Coast are also comparable to
indirect estimates based on examination of reproductive
tracts of carcasses collected statewide (Marmontel
1995).

The number of each sex of calves, based on the
combined samples from studies with telemetry and from
photo-identification on the Atlantic Coast, waS nearly
even (13:12). Approximately equal sex ratios of calves
were also reported in statewide samples of salvaged
carcasses (O'Shea et al. 1985b; Marmontel 1993; Ack
erman et al. 1995) and long-term observations at the
Crystal River (Rathbun et al. 1995) and at Blue Spring
(O'Shea and Hartley 1995). The proportion of females
with calves in each winter in photo-identification studies



on the Atlantic Coast was also similar to proportions in
the Crystal River and at Blue Spring. These similarities
suggested that manatees on the Atlantic Coast are main
taining the same levels of reproduction as manatees in
other regions.

Tag losses complicated calculations and interpreta
tion of observed mortality of manatees on the Atlantic
Coast. However, two of the six (33%) deaths of tagged
or belted manatees were due to anthropogenic causes,
and the carcasses were recovered in northeastern Florida
or in Georgia. This proportion is similar to the 36.8% of
non-perinatal deaths attributed to anthropogenic causes
in northeastern Florida (Ackerman et al. 1995). We also
report a crude estimate of mortality of six deaths in
approximately 126 manatee-years (4.7%). However, this
estimate has no confidence intervals and is probably less
accurate than estimates made with other methods.
O'Shea and Langtimm (1995) calculated survival based
on the adults monitored during our study and rates based
on resightings of distinctively scarred individuals and
suggested that calculations of survival based on photo
identification records may provide a more accurate esti
mate of mortality in this population. Estimated survival
from radio-tagged manatees otherwise requires tremen
dous sampling effort to obtain narrow confidence inter
vals. The use of data from radio-tagged manatees for
calculating these estimates is also difficult because of the
tag loss and retagging processes that are peculiar to
studies of manatees with telemetry. (Calculation of sur
vival rates from tagging data of most species requires the
assumption that tags remain on individuals throughout
study [Heisey and Fuller 1985; Pollock et al. 1989; Siniff
and Ralls 1991.]) However, the use of radio-tracking can
provide more detailed information that can be of signifi
cant value to manatee research and conservation. For
example, the death from a boat collision during our study
(Table 6) was associated with a specialized tug boat
operation at the Kings Bay Naval Submarine Base in
Georgia. Structural modifications were subsequently
made to the propeller systems of these vessels to prevent
the killing of manatees; a manatee-safety program was
also implemented at the base (*Turner and Buckingham
1993).

Our research with telemetry also revealed that the
survival of young calves may be reasonably high, but we
are unable to provide firm estimates. Data from other
studies suggested that survival of manatee calves may be
as high as 0.60 to 0.82 during the first 18 months (Eber
hardt and O'Shea 1995; O'Shea and<Hartley 1995). Our
general observations proviaed support for this sugges
tion, but as pointed out by Eberhardt and 0'Shea (1995),
additional, more detailed observations on calf survival
on the Atlantic Coast are highly desirable for a better
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understanding of manatee population dynamics in this
region.

The Atlantic Coast of Florida provides habitat for
approximately half of the manatee population in the
United States (Ackerman 1995). However, more than
twice the number of anthropogenic deaths of manatees
occurs in eastern Florida than on the Gulf Coast (0'Shea
et al. 1985b; Ackerman et al. 1995). Our data suggested
that reproduction traits of manatees on this coast are
similar to those of manatees studied elsewhere. Survival
of adults, however, may be lower on this coast than in
the Crystal River or at Blue Spring (O'Shea and Lang
timm 1995), and population modeling suggested that the
potential population growth rate is also lower on the
Atlantic Coast (Eberhardt and O'Shea 1995). The pri
mary purpose of radio-tracking manatees has been the
determination of locations that allow the creation of
sanctuaries and boat-speed-regulation zones as a means
to reduce mortality. This information and management
actions are valuable and should continue. Radio-tagging
will also continue to provide more detailed information
about specific aspects of manatee reproduction and mor
tality. However, the larger sample sizes and long histo
ries from photo-identification-based studies provide a
solid basis for future long-term monitoring of manatee
populations in eastern Florida. These studies should be
maintained and enhanced over the long term, beyond the
cessation of telemetry research when habitat protection
goals have been achieved.
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